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Dandoran, while mostly infamous for its cartel operations and pension for smuggling, is actually
quite a beautiful little planet nestled in Hutt Space. It’s often described as a colorful, lush planet,
with crystal clear waters and a mostly temperate climate. In the middle of all of the green and
blue, and above where the seedy underbelly does its work, is where you’ll find the Dandoran
hanging gardens.

The gardens are large, open air octagons of walkway that descend upwards to a large glass
greenhouse in that similar octagonal shape, with an even smaller building in the center. There
used to be a small cafe inside, that’s been closed for a long time. It still has a sign saying they’re
temporarily closed, but judging by the inch of dirt on said sign, no one believes it will ever come
back. It’s a shame really. They made really great Cushnip, according to the locals. But the
gardens themselves are still a spectacle to behold in themselves. Huge plants of almost a
hundred types, cascading down and spilling all over, left to their own devices for most of the
time. Signs in galactic basic describe the flora, while asking guests to pay note to the small birds
and animals that use the plants to thrive. People still visit the place - mostly older people looking
for things to do, or adolescents on their first dates.Unfortunately, due to the size of the place,
and the quiet, there are some that would use this place for their less than well intentioned
plannings, whispering to each other about deals of war, and of pain. Anyone walking past them
would be none the wiser.

It’s a beautiful place, full of serenity. The air is light and extremely breathable due to the beauty
and health of the flora, and the atmosphere is like that of an antiquated time, where things were
simpler.


